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Abstract. (CoFe2O4)x(BaFe12O19)1-x (x= 0.0, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) nano-composites was synthesized via single reaction 
mixture, utilizing sol-gel auto combustion method, with an intention to have superior structural homogeneity, and 
eventually to have single magnetic phase with enhanced exchange coupling between CoFe2O4 (soft)  BaFe12O19 (hard) 
phase. As-synthesized composite was thermally treated at 800 C/4hrs, needed for the formation of hexagonal phase. X-
ray diffraction (XRD) displays presence of both soft and hard phases only. Grain size for BaFe12O19 and CoFe2O4 
respectively range between 50.2  54.5 nm and 45.5  56.5 nm. Obtained value of saturation magnetization (Ms), 
coercivity (Hc) for the studied samples is respectively: 39.8 Am2/kg  75.5 Am2/kg and 501.2 Oe  2587.9 Oe. Observed 
Ms, Hc values clearly show that single reaction mixture leads to better exchange coupling between soft-hard phases. Ms 
enhancement was also observed with increasing substitution amount (x). Observed results point out 
(CoFe2O4)x(BaFe12O19)1-x  composite system as a good candidate for their potential applications as hard magnets. 

INTRODUCTION 

The curiosity of research and development in the field of nano-crystalline magnetic materials has been escalating 
both from fundamental physics and technological application, as these materials display many distinctive and 
remarkable physical and chemical properties. Nano-composite materials that constitute fine mixture of hard, soft 
magnetic phases demonstrate enhanced properties which make them appropriate for various applications e. g. - 
advanced recording applications, video recorders, microwave-absorbing materials, permanent magnets [1-4]. In 
addition to the size, shape, exchange coupling interaction, distribution of cation as well as constituent grains, and 
dipolar interaction also play a vital role in magnetic properties of a two phase (soft-hard) magnetic nano composite 
[5]. M-type barium hexaferrite (BaFe12O19) is a well known high performance permanent magnetic material, due to 
its reasonably high Curie temperature, large magneto-crystalline anisotropy, moderately large saturation 
magnetization, admirable chemical stability, and corrosion resistivity [6-7]. Spinel cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4) has 
attracted enormous concern owing to its noteworthy properties such as significant thermal, and chemical stabilities, 
high saturation magnetization (Ms), and good mechanical hardness. They have been extensively applied in various 
fields, including magnetic resonance imaging, magnetically targeted drug delivery, permanent magnets, microwave 
absorption, and magnetic data storage [8-11]. The magnetic characteristics of nano composite are strongly affected 
when the size of particle move towards the critical diameter, below which each particle is a single magnetic domain. 
Synthesis methods play a crucial role for controlling structural parameter of nano-composite. Majority of 
preparation methods available in literature for the synthesis of nano-composites start with mixing hard, soft phases 
and afterward exchange couple either via electroplating [12], chemical [13], ball-milling [14] or heat-treatment [15]. 
In order to get better exchange coupling, there is a serious need of high level of homogenous mixing of hard-soft 
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ferrite phase [16], which is better ensured if the growth of both of these phases takes place together from a single 
reaction mixture. 

Therefore, in the present work we report single reaction mixture synthesis, structural and magnetic 
characterization of (CoFe2O4)x(BaFe12O19)1-x soft-hard nano-composite, to get better structural homogeneity and to 
be able to achieve improved exchange coupling between both the phases, leading to superior magnetic properties. 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

Nano-composites having nominal composition (CoFe2O4)x(BaFe12O19)1-x (x= 0.0, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) were 
prepared by single reaction mixture via sol-gel auto combustion method, utilizing nitrate-citrate precursors. All the 
pre-cursors (keeping metal salt-fuel mass ratio = 1:1) were mixed in 10 ml de-ionized water, keeping pH 7 by 
adding ammonia (NH4OH) solution. Citric acid was used as fuel. Obtained clear solution was then heated at 120 oC 
in air till fluffy power was formed called as ‘dry gel’ or ‘as-burnt powder’, which was heated at 800 oC for 4 hours. 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were done at room temperature by using Bruker D8 advance diffractometer 
with CuKα radiation ( = 0.15406 nm). The XRD patterns were recorded in the angular range 10 ≤ 2θ ≤ 90 with a 
step size of 0.02. XRD data was analyzed to obtain structural information in the studied samples. Hysteresis 
measurements were done by utilizing Lakeshore Model 7410 vibration sample magnetometer (VSM) (maximum 
field – Hmax  ± 1.8 Tesla), to obtain coercivity (Hc), remanence (Mr), saturation magnetization (Ms) and squareness 
ratio or reduced remanent magnetization (Mr/Ms). Experimental lattice parameter (a, c) for hexagonal phase 
(BaFe12O19) was calculated by analyzing XRD data as described in [17]. Cell volume (V) of hexagonal phase of the 
studied samples was determine by using the equation caV  28666.0 , where a, c - experimental lattice 
parameters of hexagonal phase. Grain diameter for cubic phase was obtained by the line width of [311] reflection, 
using Scherrer’s formula: DS = 0.9 /  Cos, Where  - wavelength of the x-ray used,  - line width,  peak 
position (in 2 scale). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

XRD patterns as a function of substitution amount of the studied nano-composite samples are shown in Fig. 1a. 
 

FIGURE 1. (a) X-ray diffraction patterns of CoFe2O4/SrFe12O19 nano-composite. (b) Variation of grain size of cubic phase, and 
hexagonal phase with substitution amount. (Line connecting points is guide to the eye) 
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By examining XRD patterns it is observed that all the investigated samples show presence of cubic spinel CoFe2O4 
($) phase, hexagonal SrFe12O19 (*) phase, and no other secondary phase is formed. Figure 1b illustrates variation of 
grain size (D) for both cubic, hexagonal phases. Grain diameter (D) of the studied samples show minor changes with 
increasing substitution amount (Fig. 1 b), range between 50.2 nm to 54.5 nm for hexagonal phase and 45.5 nm to 
56.5 nm for cubic phase suggests, that changes in substitution amount leads to particle agglomeration.  

Substitution amount dependence of lattice parameter (a, c), unit cell volume (V) for hexagonal, cubic phases and 
hoping length for tetrahedral and octahedral sites (LA, LB) for cubic phase of the prepared nano-composites are 
depicted in table 1. Observed changes in lattice parameter (a, c) with increasing substitution amount is ascribed to 
the replacement of elements having different ionic radii. Obtained values of lattice parameter (a) for hexagonal and 
cubic phases respectively range between 0.5892 nm  0.5958 nm and 0.8346 nm – 0.8369 nm, validates the 
formation of hexagonal, and cubic (spinel) phase. The hoping length (distance between the magnetic ions) for 
tetrahedral (LA) and octahedral (LB) site and cell volume (V) follows same trend as that of lattice parameter (a) of 
cubic phase, illustrates increase with substitution amount.  

Figure 2a displays compositional dependent variation of saturation magnetization (Ms), whereas inset of Fig. 2a 
gives coercivity (Hc) of the studied samples. Figure 2b shows hysteresis loops of the studied hard soft nano-
composite (inset illustrates magnified view of the hysteresis loop to show changes in magnetization). 
 

FIGURE 2. (a) Composition dependent saturation magnetization (Ms) at 300K. Line connecting points is linear fit to the data, 
Inset: Variation of coercivity (Hc) with substitution amount. Line connecting points is guide to the eye. (b) Hysteresis loops 

(Inset: magnified view of hysteresis loops) of CoFe2O4/BaFe12O19 nano-composite 

TABLE 1. Lattice parameter (a, c.), unit cell volume (V), hoping length for tetrahedral and octahedral sites (LA, LB) of CoFe2O4/ 
BaFe12O19.nano-composite. 

x Phase Lattice Parameter 
(nm) 

V  
(nm3) 

LA 

(nm) 
LB 

(nm) 
0.0 Hexagonal (BaFe12O19)1.0 a= 0.5892, c=2.3211 0.6983   
0.4 Hexagonal 

Cubic 
(BaFe12O19)0.6 

(CoFe2O4)0.4 
a =0.5958, c=2.2138 
a =0.8346 

0.6810 
0.5813 

 
0.3614 

 
0.2954 

0.6 Hexagonal 
Cubic 

(BaFe12O19)0.4 

(CoFe2O4)0.6 
a =0.5958, c=2.0485 
a =0.8349 

0.6302 
0.5821 

 
0.3615 

 
0.2956 

0.8 Hexagonal 
Cubic 

(BaFe12O19)0.2 

(CoFe2O4)0.8 
 

a =0.8359 
 

0.5841 
 

0.3619 
 

0.2959 
1.0 Cubic (CoFe2O4)1.0 a =0.8369 0.5863 0.3624 0.2963 
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FIGURE 3. Composition dependent (a) remanence (Mr), and (b) squareness ratio (Mr/Ms) of studied CoFe2O4/BaFe12O19 
nano-composite. Line connecting points is guide to the eye. 

 
It is worth noting that the exchange interaction, and dipolar interaction plays a key role in determining magnetic 
properties of the magnetic nano-composite materials. Generally three different types of exchange interaction formed 
at the interface between hard-hard, soft-soft, and soft-hard grains, which has been proposed by Han et al. in 2004 
[18]. The sufficient exchange coupling will not only display the magnetization in the CoFe2O4 grains but also make 
the magnetic moments of the interface of the CoFe2O4/BaFe12O19 nano-composite opposing from the local easy axis 
and aligning parallel to each other, which leads to a higher value of the Ms [17], as was also observed in present 
work. 

Perusal of Fig. 2b reveals good single phase magnetic behavior of the studied samples. Observed smooth change 
in magnetization as a function of applied field exhibits a single magnetic phase, ascribed to stronger exchange 
coupling between hexagonal (hard) - cubic (soft) magnetic phases. Obtained value of saturation magnetization and 
coercivity for the studied samples ranges between 39.8 Am2/kg  75.5 Am2/kg and 501.2 Oe  2587.9 Oe 
respectively, suggests substitution amount (x) enhances both Ms and Hc.  

Compositional dependence of changes in remanence (Mr), and squareness ratio (Mr/Ms) are depicted in Fig. 3a, b. 
Perusal of Fig. 3a shows initially Mr increases upto x = 0.0 0.6, than for higher value of substitution amount its 
value decreases. Observed decrease in Mr/Ms ratio with increasing substitution amount (see Fig. 3b), reveals for 
higher x values (substitution amount) softer nature of studied nano-composite. Results clearly illustrate, x = 0.6 
(marked by dashed line in Fig. 2a, 3a, b) is optimum composition to have improved Hc (2405.9 Oe), Mr (32.9 
Am2/kg), Mr/Ms (0.51) as well as Ms (64.6 Am2/kg), revels best composition to be used in hard magnetic 
applications. 

SUMMARY 

We have presented a single reaction mixture synthesis of BaFe12O19/CoFe2O4 exchange coupled nano-composite 
and its characterization using XRD, VSM techniques. XRD confirms the presence of both hexagonal (hard), cubic 
spinel (soft) phases, no other secondary phase is formed. Obtained values of lattice parameter (a) for hexagonal, 
cubic phases validate the formation of hexagonal and cubic (spinel) phase. The magnetization of nano-composites 
demonstrates hysteresis loops, characteristic of an exchange coupled system showing single magnetic phase, 
although XRD validates the presence of two phases (cubic, hexagonal). Good exchange coupling, between CoFe2O4, 
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and BaFe12O19 ferrite, results in enhanced saturation magnetization (75.5 Am2/kg), and remanence (20.1 Am2/kg) as 
compared to pure BaFe12O19 (shown as Ms = 39.8 Am2/kg, Mr = 39.8 Am2/kg ). Present studies clearly show that, via 
single reaction mixture synthesis and using appropriate substitution amount, one can get enhanced magnetic 
properties for various applications. 
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